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About This Software

Hindenburg VR
“ The virtual window to the past “

Slightly colorized by imagination but still the detailed and genuine 3D reconstruction of largest flying machine ever built - LZ
129 Hindenburg.

Immerse yourself to the virtual reality and explore the exterior and interior of the airship, read the story behind, enjoy the
experience of flight and soak up the atmosphere on board.

Meet the history using the technology of the future, educate yourself through play.
80th Anniversary of the last flight of Hindenburg LZ -129 (3-6 May 1937).

Be prepared to know everything about its design.

Features:
4 Experience Modes - Explore, Disaster, Night and RC

1. Explore Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship

Voiceover of the Hindenburg story
Titles

Blueprints, Drawing
Aim Teleport, Free step, Layers toggle, Mini map, Direct Teleport
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2. Disaster Mode:
Observation and experience of the crash from all angles

Aim Teleport, Free step, Mini map, Direct Teleport

3. Night Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship in the dark

Aim Teleport
Flashlight

4. RC Mode:
Flying with small remote control airship
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Title: Hindenburg VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
Michal Bárta
Publisher:
3DA
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: W7, W8.1, W10

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC VIVE Headset

English
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i bought this dlc but i dont know how to start it up
. Run of the mill game in the shoot-wire-match-three genre of Puzz Loom heritage, challenging but heavily relying on luck. It
looks and sounds nice, but mechanics are basic, half of the power-ups are useless (and are rather rare overall) and level-design is
extremely pedestrian. But worst of all last chapter is extremely unfair with last boss just spaming stun attacks while aim is
deliberately off.. It is great to see 3 extremely popular characters to be released via DLC and probably alot of people playing
were panicing on how to unlock them if you didnt see the all them Sakuya fans heavy breathing.
I feel very neutral towards this dlc pack as 2\/3 characters here are game breaking it isn't negative but this can cause some
moments where the game can be very easy even on Lunatic

Neutral and why:
+\/- SUIKA HAS A HUUGE INVICIBILITY FRAME ON HER DASH this lets boss fights go from memorization to just dash
through attacks this can be a plus or and minus for some players
+\/- Koishi the stage breaking subconscience just spam space bar and left click to win
+\/- Sakuya high risk I need to wait 5 seconds for a new knife hero, you can get knives back from after they hit something and
drop from being thrown or, you can dash to regain a knife. The problem is you can be stuck in a position with no ammo on hand
to attack unless you micro manage every knife drop perfectly (switching characters will NOT allow her to regain knives over
time)

Con:
- no color swap ability

If you want a fresh breath of playing stages this pack can help you overcome certain challenges and hell even play as your
favorite character maybe!. I am sorry, I can't recommend this, due to my (very) short playtime.
My playtime is important here, as I only "Played" this for ~3 minutes, staring at a menu that reminds me of LSD PSAs, before
my monitor lost the signal to the PC.

This was only fixed after powering down both my monitor and PC, then power cycling the PC.
Maybe this is an incompatibility with my card, but due to my experience with this game I wouldn't really tell anyone to play it.

My GPU (if that helps): GTX1050TI SSC by EVGA.

P.S. On a sudden hitch I tried to set the game to run in anything else than fullscreen, that fixed the weird flickering. Still. I don't
think the menu should give a seizure and make the game unplayable unless you get to the graphics option with a weird tickrate
and without cursor, before your GPU decides to turn this off.. Rebons - hardcore platformer about geometric figures. The
unique features of each figure make the gameplay special.
Pass 3 campaign seasons in a single or co-op mode or play with a friend in a speed competition. Compete with other players in
tournaments for the prize skins and trails which, at the end, will be sent to your inventory. You can boast of them in competitive
multiplayer or exchange with other players, as well as sell them on the trading platform.
Features of the game:
- Unique physical characteristics of the figures, each of which has a number of advantages. Use a bunch of two figures to
achieve better results.- 3 various offline seasons, unique tournament levels with original design, local competition mode with
own maps and rules for two players, competitive levels for multiplayer with unique traps and style.
- 20 levels of two difficulty types (easy and hard) multiplied by 3 non-repeating settings - pass the levels, get into the table of
leaders and fight for the best time.
- Monthly tournaments will give you the opportunity to receive legendary skins and trails for your figures, some of which are
animated. Which gives them incredible value.
- Equip your figures for each season in the menu of presets, craft new items of a higher rarity from the old unnecessary ones,
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sort and select the best skins through inventory filters.
- Compete with your friend locally in '1 vs 1' mode or pass the levels together in a local co-op.
- Compete online against other players, choose figures, wear skins and go into battle on random maps which one-armed bandit
will choose. Prove that your skill is better, that your trails and skins cost you.
- Create and edit levels through the built-in editor, which allows to upload your own level to the workshop. You can also use
your graphics to create maps.
- Upload someone else's maps from the Steam Workshop, leave a reviews and ratings to other users, pass their maps and earn
prizes just for playing.
- We launched the distribution of promo-safes and promo-keys: they drop out just during the game absolutely free of charge -
now everyone can afford quality items for nothing. Passing the levels and playing Rebons you will simply get the usual items
with a rarity: Common, promo-safes and promo keys. You can choose to save them to yourself, exchange or sell, or even craft a
higher rarity items using them.. Great underrated game that blends elements of twin-stick shooters with bullet hell projectiles.
You move with WASD and aim with the mouse, and there are several abilities you unlock and upgrade throughout the game's 7
worlds. The artwork is cute, but you'll definitely want to hit mute as the single track sounds like a kickstarter pitch stock song.
Don't expect to understand much of the storyline with the translation, but it doesn't matter. There's also 3 difficulty levels and 4
achievements.. It's a pretty interesting game if you are into turn based, and problem solving. However, after you play enough of
it, you do get bored, and don't get motivated to play anymore. I recommed to get this game if you want something different to
pass the time.
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As far a games go its average, but for a Nancy Drew game it's great, a fairly good River Hights map whichs gives you the
feeling it's bigger than it is. Sweet graphics as well. An issue I noticed was though on the map, shops like the ice cream place,
were by themselves, but when you visit them. the're on a street full of shops. O.o wat?. Here is a little Review about the Game
Pros:
-Graphic is Adorable with that cartoony style :3
-Game doesn't have many gigabytes to download so pretty small game
-Performance is now better but was pretty bad at the beginning ( still need a bit more upgrades)
-Weapon handling is something new that i didn't experience quite yet so, I'm always open for new Stuff
-Russian Bass music for the Tracksuit
-A Gangster Mode that lets you hold your gun sideways
-Pretty much many updates in some single days

Cons:
-Matchmaking Problems where the Game wouldn't search for a game
-Cheaters, Like seriously there isn't much to win in that game why would you cheat
-Sometimes the Hitreg is a bit Iffy

So if you would fix those Cons the game would be overall pretty darn great.
I'm not a big fan Of battleroyale games but this one is just funny overall. Great VR experience. First time slamming in a rock at
high speed resulted in me landing on my floor. And it wasn't just me, as I watched my friends do the same, good times. After
some runs and being more stable on my feet I can really enjoy the huge jumps and high speeds, great way to move forward
compared to the teleporting you'll find in most other places.

On a more critical note, as a game it does have just one track, and the bird attacks are annoying at best. Skis are not always in
the right position and steering left and right could be improved upon so it does not just track the tilt of the headset, its sideways
movement should have more impact on steering.

I think the price is acceptable for this small game, I have seen much worse VR games and experiences in this range and above.
This game is easily one of the best VR experience so far, which has provided lots of fun, sweat and tears.. A hidden object
(horror action) game that should have stayed hidden in the App Store and Google Play... At least, the visuals and the audio show
more effort than any Digital Homicide or BMC Studio's title...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lor34ZGzVUg

Rating :
1.5 / 10. Recommendation currently]: 6.5 out of 10.. (Recommended in current form)

Hours Played on steam: 120+ (closed door testing it will be more lol)

[Rank]: Alpha Tester

[How did i get the game?]: Won it in a give away during the launch party.

New update of the game: They ironed out most of the Issues in the game, Im updating the review now to show that..

Humans: Still a Grind but not as bad as they were before hand.
Raknar: Needs a little more love to be the main PvP race, Like on the webpage of there arms pericing a humans chest.

Dragons: They need some good love and attention they are a bit better not as bad as before but i do think the 2 hit rule on the
Current stage on Depending on what animal is hunting them aka AI should be known to a set rule like Needlefangs/snakes
should 2 shot a Hatchling while it should 4 to 6 shot a Child dragon etc etc...

Sounds: more crisp then it was before hand, But there are Questionible sounds that need to be replaced as some animals that use
human sounds should be changed a bit..
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Gameplay: Alot more fluid then it was before hand Great job!

Options: there are tons upon tons of options for both casual and hardcore players in its difficulty.. Good job!

Price worth its asking price?: Id say It should be around 20$ not 25$

Final verdic: Game is good to play for those that like Devs who take Critisim these devs are GREAT people.. Unlike many other
games i know and played.. These devs understand that Players are the Key to a good game of there feed back and Critisim
6.5/10 This number will go up If the Sound changes and Animations of the races get fixed up..

Reccamended or not?

RECCAMENDED...

There are many games out there that hold your hand and many others that shoot your face off or shoot your eye out.. this one is
on more the fair side its not here to brtutally murder you or to hold your hand its here to teach you a bit before letting you make
your own choice.. Mexicans. Mexicans everywhere.

Trump would not approve this game.
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